Franklin D Roosevelt's Shangri-La : foreshadowing the independent living movement in Warm Springs, Georgia, 1926 -1945 In a world of stairs and narrow doorways, this accessible oasis was both a refuge and a torture chamber for her, a place to be poked, prodded, looked over and talked about as if she were a lab specimen, but also a place with no worries of being taunted or teased, a place where she could find ways to make her life a bit more digestible. Irvin doesn't start out as a disability activist -she stumbles into it, meeting the pioneers of disability advocacy who happen to cross her path while attending college. All her trials and triumphs are in plain view: counselors discouraging her ambitions; a mother who couldn't cope with a high-level disability; boyfriends who eventually became personal care assistants and more. Irvin's book spells out what it was like to fight for accessibility when there was none. Setting aside her fear, she plunged ahead, unaware of the obstacles that would litter her path. This DVD demonstates the difficulty and perserverence needed, to receive assistance and acknowledgement as a post polio or late effects polio sufferer. The first step is ruling out other conditions that have similar symptoms. These symptoms may include a general fatigue, pain, weakness of muscle and a wearing down of the nerve endings. Once diagnosed there are a range of treatments available, to better enable sufferers to live rewarding lives. This DVD takes us step by step through some possible choices.
